
EAS Computer Services 
3 Month Glass Replacement Guarantee Terms & Conditions 

 

EAS Computer Services will replace your screen should you accidentally break it within the first 3 
months of repair subject to the terms & conditions below: 

1. The guarantee only covers damage to the touch glass 
2. The LCD must work without any blemishes, bleeding or lines on it 
3. This guarantee only covers one break per paid repair 
4. The 3 months starts from the date shown on the receipt 
5. The Phones outer casing and corners must not be bent or dented 
6. If the home button, sensor ribbon, front camera assembly has been damaged then this 

will be replaced at the current standard rate 
7. Glass screen protectors, protective cases and accessories are not covered 
8. Qualifying screens are subject to availability      
9. The repair must be booked in advance with EAS Computer Services within the first 3 

months 
10. Late claims (after the 3 months) will not be accepted in any instance 
11. All claims must be accompanied with the original Invoice / receipt 
12. Each screen is marked with an identifier which will be checked against our database any 

fraudulent claims will be rejected and payment will be required to replace the screen 
13. This guarantee only covers the iPhone models listed below currently it does not cover 

iPhone 8, X, Xs, Xs MAX, Xr or any Android based screens (Samsung, Sony, HTC etc) 
14. These terms and conditions are for the 3 month glass replacement only and do not 

affect your parts and labour warranty 
15. This offer is non-transferable should the phone be sold on or given away 
16. Offer only valid on full price screens unless otherwise stated on receipt 
17. EAS Computer Services reserve the right to withdraw this offer at anytime 

 

Screens Included in offer: 

 

iPhone 7 Plus Aftermarket 

iPhone 7 Aftermarket and OEM 

iPhone 6s Plus OEM Only 

iPhone 6s OEM Only 

iPhone 6 Plus Aftermarket and OEM 

iPhone 6 Aftermarket and OEM 

iPhone 5, 5c, 5s and SE aftermarket and OEM 

  


